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Creating Outstanding Real Estate Experiences
Sign up!
Annual Client Before
& After Contest
April sign up, May voting
Your paragraph text

We had a busy March! We hosted a client event at a local movie
theater for The Batman. It was a great success and we are
grateful for all those who could join us. We also had a fabulous
happy hour with NC Property Inspections at Boxcar in Durham.

TWO TRUTHS AND A LIE!
The first 2 people to submit the correct answer get a Starbucks card!

Things
To Do
April 6-10th
NC Azalea Festival
Wilmington, NC
April 21-24th
Dogwood Festival
Fayetteville, NC

1. A lawyer chosen by the buyer, sent the final CD directly our elderly seller client.
*Poof* it was recorded before the agent ever got to check it. Furthermore, they took
the Earnest Money out of the wrong check and sent the wrong checks to the wrong
agents. Triple Whammy!
2. A buyer was able to use Ribbon as an appraisal protection and the house appraised
for $40K less than purchase price. The buyer didn't have to come up with any of that
money and Ribbon paid the entire difference.
3. A seller chose the buyer of the house based on what she could see through the
video surveillance. She chose the buyer who the cat came and rubbed against. She
said her cat only chooses the best people to rub up against so that was her buyer.

April 23rd
NC Pickle Festival
Mount Olive, NC
April 28th- May 1st
Merlefest Music Festival
Wilkesboro, NC

Monthly Stats

Home Maintenance Tip

7 Closings

Hair Spray will remove all

Core Stats for March 2022
$3.59 M Volume
----------------

2022 Year to Date

kinds of glue from your

23 Closings

hands. Just spray and

$9.76M Volume

wash off with a wet cloth.

$424,266 Av. Sales Price
----------------

Top 3 Agents in March Volume

It will also stop runs in

Michelle Zanfardino

nylons better than nail

Judy Hart

polish.

Lauren James

Hot Topics: Do increasing interest rates really change anything?
As the Federal Reserve has begun feeling good about the economy and wanting to slow down inflation,
it’s no surprise that as short-term bank rates rise so too have mortgage interest rates. But do not let that
deter you from finding your next home! Why? Let’s look at the biggest reason - accrued equity. From last
year, values have increased an average of 17% in the Triangle and no one is telling us that the market is
slowing down anytime soon so the quicker you get into a home, the quicker you start building up that
equity.
Yes, rates have begun to increase but they are still at pre-pandemic levels and are still historically low.
Buyers, keep in mind that a .25% or even a .50% may not be as significant of a cost difference as you
might think. Typically, for every $100,000 borrowed, a .25% increase is around an additional $15 per
month. It’s also important to understand that an increase in rates could mean you may be eligible for
slightly less of a mortgage. You’ll want to be smart when looking at properties and allow yourself some
“wiggle room” so you aren’t stretching yourself too thin should the rates change during the period you’re
searching for a home. As a due diligence deposit is nonrefundable, you don’t want to lock into a home
and then find out you can’t afford it.
For Sellers, this doesn’t mean you’ll have fewer buyers, rather just different ones. This is where having a
great Realtor comes in! Pricing your home strategically for the strongest buyer pool can make all the
difference. For example, if your home is priced around the top limits for a conventional loan and the price
point moves into a Jumbo loan amount, the dynamics of that buyer pool changes so the strategy of
marketing your home may change also.

We appreciate your trust in us that allows us to continue to make a difference. Contact your Core
Advisor directly or reach out to us at info@yourcoreadvisor.com for more information about the
market or help listing or finding your next home!

